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Twitter

To rethink cities of the future, we must start with the foundations of how a city should be. Rome serves as a model for a future of hospitality 
and liveability.

Listen as @Roma Mayor @gualtierieurope presents Rome as a candidate to host World Expo 2030.
https://romeexpo2030.com/expo-a-roma

In June, @iSaloniofficial will host the well-anticipated #SalonedelMobile, celebrating its 60th year of uniting designers from around the I 

#IDD2022 may be over, but we'll keep celebrating Italian innovation in sustainable design all year longl

Learn more & #JoinTheDesignWave!

Instagram

Meet our interns! Elia Belluco, from Padova, a city near the famous Venice, and now studying in Milan, shares a bit about himself and his 
role at the Embassy!

: What is your favorite part of your city?
: Milan is a very big city with a lot of buildings and monuments, but one of my favourites it’s the Duomo, a cathedral in the city center. 

Another place where I like to go is Sempione Park, one of the many parks in the city near the Sforzesco’s Castle.

: Your favorite Italian dish or food?
: Here in Italy, there are a lot of delicious dishes, but if I have to choose, I would say pasta because it’s a versatile food that goes with 

almost everything - and of course an honorable mention goes to the pizza, who doesn't like it!

: Where do you study?
: I'm studying Political and governmental sciences at the Statale University in Milan.

: What do you do at the Italian Embassy?
: At the Italian Embassy, I'm working in the Communication Office.

: Have you ever been in the US? If so, where? If not, what city/cities would you like to visit?
: Sadly I have never been in the US, but if I go I would visit Washington, of course, to see my actual workplace where unfortunately I can 

not be. Another city that I would visit would be San Francisco because many of my friends and relatives recommend it to me.

: Do you have a favorite American dish or food?
: Of course I would say the hamburger because I really love it. But another American culinary experience I would really want to try is to 

participate in a Thanksgiving lunch and try the famous turkey.

A World Expo is an opportunity to unite the world around the ideas of the future!

Listen as @roma Mayor @robertogualtieri presents Rome as a candidate to host World Expo 2030.

In Rome, all participating countries will be able to make their own contribution in identifying the urban coexistence model of the future!

Meet our interns! Camilla Morini, from Pavia, shares a bit about herself and her role at the Embassy!
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: What is your favorite part of your city?
: My favorite parts of Pavia are the main square, Piazza Vittoria, with plenty of bars and always full of people, and the University, among the 

oldest in Italy and with wonderful courtyards inside.

: Your favorite Italian dish or food?
: My favorite Italian dish is pizza, but I also love eating pasta, especially “Paccheri alio Scoglio.’

: Where do you study?
: I study International and Diplomatic Affairs at the University of Bologna.

: What do you do at the Italian Embassy?
: At the Embassy of Italy in Washington I work for the OAS office, for which I am in charge of following the meetings of the Permanent 

Council and the committees of the US Congress on issues relating to Latin America and the Caribbean and then draft the summaries, and for 
the Cultural Office, for which I write prefaces of cultural events and press releases.

: Have you ever been to the US? If so, where? If not, what city/cities would you like to visit?
: Unfortunately, I have never been to the United States, but I would love to visit it: in particular, I would like to visit Washington DC and New 

York.

: Do you have a favorite American dish or food?
: I really like cheeseburgers and typical US sweets, such as brownies and cupcakes. Camilla 1-5
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Meet our interns! Annagrazia Caricato, from Province of Lecce, Apulia, shares a bit about herself and her role at the Embassy!

: What is your favorite part of your city?
: The historic center of the city, where Baroque buildings are woven together by quaint alleys.

: Your favorite Italian dish or food?
: Overall, my favorite Italian food is pasta. As for specific dishes, my sweet and savoury choices would be pasticciotto - typical custard- 

filled pastries that originate from the province of Lecce - and fresh tortellini from Emilia-Romagna, respectively.

: Where do you study?
: At present, I am a master's degree student at the University of Turin, where I study International Relations.

: What do you do at the Italian Embassy?
: I work at the Office of Economic, Commercial and Scientific Affairs.

: Have you ever been to the US? If so, where? If not, what city/cities would you like to visit?
: I haven't been to the US yet, but among the many cities I would like to visit, my top destinations would be Washington DC, New York and 

San Francisco.

: Do you have a favorite American dish or food?
: As I have a sweet tooth, I love chocolate brownies. However, I would like to try American barbecue the most!

In June 2022, @isaloniofficial will host the well-anticipated #SalonedelMobile, which will celebrate its 60th year of uniting designers from 
around the world!

Today, learn more about their mission and plans for the event.

#IDD2022 may be over, but we'll keep celebrating Italian innovation in sustainable design all year long!

#JoinTheDesignWave
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Facebook

Why Rome, why Italy?

Rome, the eternal city, Italy, a nation with a rich tradition: where the past has always forged the future. Choosing Rome to host Expo 2030 
means choosing innovation, art and integration between faiths and cultures.

Listen as @RomaCapitaleOfficialPage Mayor @roberto.gualtieri.eu presents Rome as a candidate to host World Expo 2030.

More
https://romeexpo2030.com/expo-a-roma

#IDD2022 may be over, but we'll keep celebrating Italian innovation in sustainable design all year long!

This June, @salonedelmobileofficial's Salone Internazionale del Mobile will explore the future of sustainable, ecological working and living.

Watch and learn more about Italy's groundbreaking furniture and design trade fair which will celebrate its 60th anniversary of uniting designers 
from around the world.
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